ANCILLARY PRODUCT LIST 2015
Copper nails
Copper nails are ideal to fix lead work. These annular ring shank copper nails
have the following measurements: 25mm (length) x 3.55mm (diameter).
Supplied in:

Copper nails are available in boxes of 1kg

Flexible lead joints (multi-joint)
A flexible lead joint - made of code 5 lead and rubber - is designed to overcome
the need to fit oversized lead sheet in gutters of all shapes, falls and sizes.
Available in:

260mm x 3m joint
400mm x 3m joint

Flexible lead slate (multi-slate)
A lead and rubber universal weathering slate (450 x450mm code 4 lead base)
can be dressed to any tile shape and the unit will accept pipes from 25mm to
150mm in diameter.
Available in boxes of 5 in:

Flat (0 - 20°)
Pitched (20 - 40°)

Fixing clips
Fixing clips are a fast and efficient way to fix lead sheet into a joint.
Available in boxes of:

20 bags of 20 clips
10 bags of 50 clips

Lead cleaning gel
Our lead cleaning gel is used to remove dirt, grime and stains from old and new
lead work. It’s also an ideal preparation before putting on patination oil on old
lead to restore it.
Available in boxes of:

1 x 1 litre bottle
12 x 125ml bottles
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Lead dome sets
Lead domes are used to fix lead sheet for decorative purposes.

Supplied in a bag of 20 sets.

Lead funnel
A lead funnel is designed to form the outlet on a timber or cast iron gutter.
Supplied in diameter sizes of:

51mm (2”)
57mm (2¼”)
63mm (2½”)

Membranes
Midland Lead supply two different types of membranes:
•Lead underlay: A non-woven polyester felt underlay isolates the lead from the
roof deck allowing it to respond more easily to thermal movement, also allowing
air movement below the lead, so that any trapped moisture dries out.
•Building paper: Best used as cladding underlay in uninsulated buildings,
separation layer or lead roofing underlay in heritage projects.
Both lead underlay and building paper are
supplied in rolls of 25m x 1m
Lead underlay
Building paper

Lead tools
Our range of lead tools are specifically designed for working with lead – making
your job easier and giving the lead the perfect finish. All our tools can be supplied
as individual units.
Our range includes:

Bending stick
Bossing mallet:
Small
Medium
Bossing stick
Chase wedge
Lead dresser:
Small
Medium
Large
Lead knife
Setting in stick
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Strip
Our strip comes in two materials:
•Copper strip is ideal to cut into clips to help prevent lead flashings from lifting
in high wind.
•Stainless steel strip is ideal to cut into clips to help prevent lead flashings from
lifting in high wind.
Supplied in:

Both strips are supplied in 20m x 50mm coils that can be cut to length.
Cooper strip
Stainless steel strip

Soakers
Aluminium soakers are used where a slated or double lap plain-tiled pitched roof
abuts a wall.
Aluminium soakers are used where a slated or double lap plain-tiled pitched roof
abuts a wall

150mm x 75mm x 75mm (6” x 3” x 3”)
150mm x 100mm x 75mm (6” x 4” x 3”)
175mm x 100mm x 75mm (7” x 4” x 3”)
300mm x 75mm x 75mm (12” x 3” x 3”)
300mm x 100mm x 75mm (12” x 4” x 3”)
330mm x 100mm x 75mm (13" x 4" x 3")

Lead sealant
Our high-quality lead-coloured silicone resin sealant ensures a watertight, flexible
joint between lead and brickwork or masonry.
Supplied in box containing

12 tubes of 310ml.

Lead slate
Lead slates are used to provide a weather-tight joint for flues and soil stacks that
penetrate the roof. Slates are made of base of code 4 lead (450mm x 450mm)
and are either designed for flat or pitched roofs.
Supplied as individual units, with pipe diameters as follows:

75mm (3”)
100mm (4”)
125mm (5”)
150mm (6”)
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Lead motifs
Our range of motifs are ideal to fix lead sheet for decorative purposes. All our
motifs can be supplied as individual units.
Our range includes:

Acorn
English rose
Fleur de leys
Round dot:
Small
Large
Rope
Sea horse
Tudor rose
Yorkshire rose

Patination oil
Patination oil prevents the unsightly white staining of tiles and brickwork that can
occur when lead work is left untreated.
Supplied in boxes of:

12 x 125ml bottles
24 x 125ml bottles
4 x 0.5l bottles
10 x 0.5l bottles
4 x 1l bottles
10 x 1l bottles

Woodcore roll
PDV treated softwood timber rolls are used to form lead work joints. Rolls are
supplied in bundles of 10 and come in 2 sizes.
Available in 2 dimensions:

1.2m lengths
2.4m lengths
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